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Feedback in sensory biochemical networks can give rise to bifurcations in cells’ behavioral response. These
bifurcations share many properties with thermodynamic critical points. Evidence suggests that biological sys-
tems may operate near these critical points, but the functional benefit of doing so remains poorly understood.
Here we investigate a simple biochemical model with nonlinear feedback and multicellular communication to
determine if criticality provides a functional benefit in terms of the ability to gain information about a stochastic
chemical signal. We find that when signal fluctuations are slow, the mutual information between the signal and
the intracellular readout is maximized at criticality, because the benefit of high signal susceptibility outweighs
the detriment of high readout noise. When cells communicate, criticality gives rise to long-range correlations
in readout molecule number among cells. Consequently, we find that communication increases the mutual
information between a given cell’s readout and the spatial average of the signal across the population. Finally, we
find that both with and without communication, the sensory benefits of criticality compete with critical slowing
down, such that the information rate, as opposed to the information itself, is minimized at the critical point. Our
results reveal the costs and benefits of feedback-induced criticality for multicellular sensing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cells need to reliably sense their environment to survive
and coordinate behavior. Many studies have investigated the
precision of sensory tasks, such as detecting concentrations of
a single molecular species [1–3], concentrations of multiple
molecular species [4,5], and concentration gradients [6,7].
Much of those works focused on linear networks in sin-
gle cells. Yet it is well known that biological systems use
nonlinear feedback to process signals, and there is evidence
that communication among multiple cells improves sensory
precision [8–10]. For example, in the developing embryo
of the Drosophila melanogaster fruit fly, cell nuclei sense
their position along a Bicoid (Bcd) protein gradient using
Hunchback (Hb) as a genetic readout. Hb has binding sites
on its own promoter region leading to positive feedback [11],
and it is also thought to be diffusively communicated from
nucleus to nucleus in the embryo [8,12]. In Vibrio fischeri
bacteria, cells sense the concentration of an autoinducer (AI).
The uptake of AI is thought to cooperatively produce more
AI via the lux operon, creating a nonlinear positive feedback
loop, and AI is communicated diffusively among cells for
the purpose of quorum sensing [13]. Here we probe theoret-
ically this interplay between cellular sensing, feedback, and
communication.

Positive feedback generically leads to bifurcations in dy-
namical behavior [14]. This raises the question of what the
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implications of being near a bifurcation are for biological
sensing. In the presence of noise, which is ubiquitous in
biochemical networks, these systems behave like thermody-
namic critical systems, exhibiting characteristic features like
power-law scalings and critical slowing down [15,16]. In-
deed, there is experimental evidence suggesting that some
biological systems operate near criticality [17–19]. On the
one hand, critical systems have divergent susceptibilities and
correlation lengths, which may be beneficial for sensing.
On the other hand, critical systems have large fluctuations
and slow dynamics, which may be detrimental for sensing.
These expected trade-offs suggest that the costs and benefits
of sensing at criticality need to be explored in a systematic
way.

Here we probe the implications of criticality for the sensing
of a noisy, spatially uniform chemical concentration by a
population of communicating cells. We focus on a variant of
Schlögl’s second model [20] that incorporates linear sensing,
nonlinear feedback, and communication between neighboring
cells. We consider cells on a one-dimensional (1D) lattice,
but we show that the model is in the mean-field Ising static
universality class, and therefore we expect our steady-state
results to qualitatively hold for more general geometries. In
the case of a single cell, we find that critical feedback max-
imizes the mutual information when the ligand dynamics are
slow due to the high susceptibility of the response to the input.
Similarly, with multiple cells, we find that critical feedback
couples with cell-cell communication to produce long-range
correlations, which maximizes information about the average
ligand concentration across the population. However, we find
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the model. Each site on a 1D lattice is
a well-mixed cell and its immediate environment. A ligand binds
to a receptor and produces a readout molecule that is subject to
nonlinear feedback and may be exchanged between cells. The ligand
is spatially uniform and has its own fluctuating dynamics.

that in both cases, critical feedback results in critical slowing
down, such that the information rate is minimized. We discuss
the implications of these trade-offs for several well-studied
biological systems.

II. RESULTS

A. The model and its universality class

We consider a one-dimensional chain of sites with periodic
boundary conditions, where each site corresponds to a cell
and its immediate environment (Fig. 1). We assume the chem-
ical components within each site are well mixed. Our model
generalizes Schlögl’s second model for nonlinear biochemical
feedback [20] to multiple coupled cells and introduces an
extracellular diffusing ligand to be sensed. The number of
ligand molecules at site i is denoted by �i, while the number
of readout molecules in cell i is denoted xi. Specifically, we
have the reactions

Li

k−
�−−−⇀↽−−−
k+
�

∅, Li

γ ′
−−−⇀↽−−−

γ ′
Li+1, Li

k+
�−−−→Xi + Li,

Xi
k−
�−−−→ ∅ 2Xi

k+
2−−−⇀↽−−−
k−

2

3Xi, Xi

γ−−−⇀↽−−−
γ

Xi+1. (1)

The first two reversible reactions describe the ligand dif-
fusively entering or leaving the vicinity of the ith cell or
diffusing to that of the neighboring cell. The third reaction
describes the production of a readout molecule in response to
the ligand. The fourth reaction describes linear degradation of
the readout. The fifth reaction subjects the readout to positive
and negative nonlinear feedback. The sixth reaction describes
exchanging the readout between neighboring cells. The fourth
and fifth reactions are often written with additional, mediating
bath species, but these are usually assumed to have a fixed
concentration, and therefore here we have absorbed them into
the rate constants.

The nonlinear feedback in Eq. (1) has its own mechanistic
interpretation [20], but it also emerges as the Taylor series
for a wide range of nonlinear reactions near a pitchfork bi-
furcation [15,16]. For example, this is the case if the feedback

reactions were replaced with production via a Hill function in
x with Hill coefficient H > 1. Equation (1) is also convenient
mathematically, as it can be mapped onto the mean-field Ising
model with a translation and multiplicative scaling, as we now
show.

In previous work, we mapped the single cell onto the mean-
field Ising model by solving for the steady-state probability
distribution of readout molecule number [15]. This approach
breaks down with multiple coupled cells because the steady-
state distribution is not known analytically. Instead, we extract
the mapping from the deterministic dynamics [21]. The rate
equations for the readout take the form

dxi

dt
= k+

1 �i − k+
1 xi + k+

2 x2
i − k−

2 x3
i + γ∇2xi, (2)

where ∇2 is the discrete Laplace operator. The key is to
perform a change of variables so that this equation of motion
is in the normal form of a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation,
as the relaxation dynamics to the minima of the Landau free
energy of the Ising model are in this form [14,22]. This is
accomplished by finding where the second derivative of the
right-hand side with respect to xi vanishes, and this occurs
at xc = k+

2 /3k−
2 . Moreover, xc controls the typical molecule

number in the system, with scaling properties similar to finite-
size scaling in Ising lattices. Making the substitution xi =
xc(mi + 1), where mi is an order parameter analogous to the
magnetization of the Ising model, and rescaling time so that
the cubic term has a coefficient of −1/3 gives

dmi

dτ
= −1

3
m3

i −
[

3
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1 k−
2

(k+
2 )2

− 1

]
mi

+
[

2

3
− 3
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1 k−

2

(k+
2 )2

+ 9
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1 �i(k−
2 )2
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]
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2 γ

(k+
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(3)

Equation (3) describes relaxation dynamics to the minima of
the Landau free energy for the Ising model, provided that we
identify

θ = 3
k−

1 k−
2

(k+
2 )2

− 1, (4)

hi = 2

3
− 3

k−
1 k−

2

(k+
2 )2

+ 9
k+

1 �i(k−
2 )2

(k+
2 )3

, (5)

as the reduced temperature and dimensionless field, respec-
tively. The bifurcation occurs when both of these parameters
are set to zero [14]. The field hi biases the distribution to either
high or low molecule numbers. This can be understood by
the quantitative analogy between the magnetization mi and the
molecule number xi. For a positive magnetic field, the magne-
tization will be biased toward positive values, so the molecule
number will be biased toward values larger than xc, and a
similar analogy holds for negative fields. Because we are inter-
ested in properties of the system near the critical point, we set
hi = 0 (using the mean value of the ligand � = k+

� /k−
� for �i).

When the reduced temperature θ is decreased from positive
to negative, the feedback becomes increasingly strong, and
the distribution goes from unimodal to bimodal. Equation (3)
differs from the standard form of ϕ4 theory [22], where the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 2. Sensory information for a single cell. (a) Signal-to-noise
ratio for the readout in the slow ligand regime with k−

� /k−
1 = 5 ×

10−3. (b) Mutual information between ligand and readout. Blue (yel-
low): Linear noise approximation Eq. (8) [Eq. (B10)] with k−

� /k−
1 =

0 (0.1). Red (purple): Gillespie simulations with k−
� /k−

1 = 5 × 10−3

(0.1). (c) Information rate between ligand and readout using linear
noise approximation with k−

� /k−
1 = 5 × 10−3. All curves have h =

0, xc = 103, and � = 500.

coefficient of the Laplacian term would be 1. Instead this
coefficient depends on the exchange rate γ of molecules from
cell to cell, which is an independently tunable parameter in
the biochemical model. These parameters come from the de-
terministic dynamics, so they only capture the large xc limit
of the stochastic dynamics. We ignore corrections from small
molecule numbers [23] and purely stochastic effects [24].

The fact that this system is in the static universality class of
the mean-field Ising model may appear at odds with previous
work done on Schlögl’s second model extended to a spatial
context [25–27]. The reason is that in these previous works,
there is a finite occupancy per site and each molecule can only
react with neighboring molecules. In our case, each molecule
can interact with an arbitrary number of molecules within a
single well-mixed site. This makes the mean-field nature of
the model apparent, and one should think of our model as a
system of linearly coupled mean-field systems.

B. Defining the sensory measure

A typical measure of sensory precision is the signal-
to-noise (SNR) ratio in the cell’s estimate of the ligand
concentration. In Fig. 2(a) we show the SNR x̄2/σ 2

x for a
single cell as a function of θ , computed using Gillespie sim-
ulations [28] of Eq. (1). The parameter θ inversely sets the
feedback strength, with θ → ∞ corresponding to no feedback
and θ = 0 corresponding to critical feedback. We avoid the
θ < 0 case (feedback-induced bifurcation) since the mean and

variance of a bimodal distribution are ill-suited measures in
this context. We see that the SNR increases with θ , meaning
that criticality is worse for the SNR than having no feedback.
The reason is that, for θ � 0, the mean x̄ is independent of θ

while the variance σ 2
x increases as θ decreases and the critical

point is approached. Evidently criticality is not beneficial for
sensing a mean concentration with low error.

In contrast, we hypothesize that criticality might be ben-
eficial for sensing fluctuations around a mean concentration.
This is because critical systems have large susceptibility to a
biasing field. Indeed, the fluctuating ligand number �i appears
in the effective field hi [Eq. (5)]. Therefore, we hypothe-
size that the critical system may have maximal correlations
between the ligand and readout, and therefore serve as an
optimal fluctuation detector. To investigate this hypothsis, we
consider the mutual information and information rate [29]
between the ligand and readout molecule numbers as our
sensory measures from here onward. The mutual information
and information rate inherently capture correlations between
two fluctuating variables (see Appendix A for a summary of
results for Gaussian variables, which we will draw on below).

C. Single cell

We start by analyzing the Langevin equations obtained
from the Kramers-Moyal expansion for our system in the limit
of a single cell. Even for the single cell, the nonlinearity is
an obstruction to exact analytic solutions, and therefore we
linearize the equation about a deterministic steady state. When
θ is negative, the distribution is bimodal; this feature cannot
be captured by the linearized equation, so this approximation
is only valid for θ > 0. We will use this approach to gain
insight and then use simulations for more accurate results.
When θ > 0 and h = 0, there is only one deterministic fixed
point; it occurs at x = xc and is stable. For this reason, we will
treat xc as a tuning parameter that sets the system size.

1. Mutual information

Letting b(x, �) = k+
1 � + k+

2 x2 and d (x) = k−
1 x + k−

2 x3 de-
note the total birth and death terms for x [Eq. (1)], we obtain
the linearized system

δ̇� = −k−
� δ� +

√
2k+

� ε, δ̇x = −cδx + k+
1 δ� +

√
2d (xc)η,

(6)
where ε and η are independent, δ-correlated Gaussian white
noise processes that describe the noise in production and
degradation (Appendix B). The c = ∂x[d (x) − b(x, �)]xc,�

term arises from linearizing the birth and death propensities
with respect to x. This system is a two-dimensional Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process and may be solved analytically using
matrix exponentials and Itô’s lemma. This is done in Ap-
pendix B and we find that the steady-state mutual information
between x and � is

I = 1

2
log

[
1 + (k+

1 )2�c

d (xc)(k−
� + c)2 + (k+

1 )2k−
� �

]
. (7)

We expect the system to track ligand fluctuations best when
the ligand dynamics are slow (k−

� /k−
1 � 1). Writing Eq. (7)

in this limit and in terms of the reduced temperature [Eq. (4)],
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we find

I = 1

2
log

[
1 + xc

�

(3θ + 1)2

3θ (3θ + 4)

]
. (8)

This result has a finite limit when θ → ∞ (no feedback)
and diverges as θ → 0 (critical feedback). This suggests that
indeed, the mutual information between ligand and readout is
maximized at criticality under these assumptions. Moreover,
the role of xc as the system size is apparent, with the mutual
information increasing approximately as log(xc/l̄ ).

To understand intuitively why the information is maxi-
mized at criticality, we can write Eq. (8) in terms of new
variables: the susceptibility χ = (∂m/∂h)h=0 and the vari-
ance σ 2

x with � fixed to its mean value. The susceptibility
is obtained directly from Eq. (3), which for the single cell
in terms of θ and h reads 0 = −m3/3 − θm + h at steady
state. Differentiating with respect to h and evaluating at h = 0
yields 0 = −(m2)h=0χ − θχ + 1, or χ = 1/θ , where we have
recognized that m = 0 for h = 0 and θ > 0. The variance
is σ 2

x = d (xc)/c (Appendix B), or in terms of the reduced
temperature, σ 2

x = xc(θ + 4/3)/θ . In terms of these variables,
Eq. (8) reads

I = 1

2
log

[
1 + (χ/3 + 1)2

�σ 2
x /x2

c

]
. (9)

We see from the expressions for χ and θ that both the suscepti-
bility and noise diverge at the critical point like 1/θ . However,
we see from Eq. (9) that the information scales monotonically
with the square of the susceptibility in the numerator, but
only the first power of the variance in the denominator. This
implies that the benefit of high susceptibility outweighs the
detriment of high noise, making criticality optimal for this
type of information transmission.

The linear noise approximation breaks down at the critical
point, and therefore we use Gillespie simulations [28] to check
our results. The simulations also allow us to probe the bimodal
regime (θ < 0). The results are shown in Fig. 2(b). In the slow
ligand limit, k−

� /k−
1 � 1, shown in the red curve, we see that

the divergence at the critical point is rounded off to a global
maximum just above the critical point due to the finite size of
the system.

The location of the global maximum changes discontin-
uously as the timescale ratio k−

� /k−
1 is increased. As soon

as k−
� /k−

1 becomes nonzero, the mutual information vanishes
at the critical point in the linear noise approximation [Ap-
pendix B, Eq. (B10)], as seen for the yellow curve in Fig. 2(b).
In the simulations, as k−

� /k−
1 is increased, the “blip” on the

red curve for θ < 0 separates and forms another peak, with
a minimum appearing between the two local maxima. The
height of the peak decreases until it dips below the asymptotic
value at large θ and later disappears entirely, as seen for the
purple curve in Fig. 2(b). Thus, when the ligand timescales
are sufficiently fast, the mutual information is maximized
in the absence of feedback. It is possible to estimate where
criticality ceases to be highly informative using the linear
noise approximation [Appendix B, Eq. (B10)]. Under this ap-
proximation, the system with feedback cannot outperform the
system without feedback if k−

� /k−
1 � (3

√
3 − 5)/8 ≈ 0.025.

This suggests that a timescale separation of nearly two orders
of magnitude is necessary to benefit from feedback.

We can also probe the effect of changing the system sizes �

and xc. Although we could use simulations, the results depend
on a choice of k−

� /k−
1 , and the peak may not exist if this ratio

is too large. We study the k−
� /k−

1 → 0 limit numerically by
writing the joint distribution as P(x|�)P(�), where P(�) is a
Poisson distribution with mean � and P(x|�) is computed from
the master equation assuming that � is constant. We find that,
even when the timescale separation is infinitely large, the peak
at the critical point can vanish if either of the molecule num-
bers are sufficiently small. In this case, the mutual information
increases monotonically with θ .

2. Information rate

Cells respond to their environment and make life-or-death
decisions in real time, and do not have the luxury to wait
until all possible information has been collected, leading
some to argue that the information rate is more relevant
than the information itself [30,31]. The information rate,
R, is the asymptotic rate of change of the mutual infor-
mation between trajectories of the input and output [32].
Concretely, we sample the input and output at discrete times,
usually multiples of some δt > 0, and construct vectors of
the samples 	iN = {i(0), i(δt ), . . . , i((N − 1)δt )} and 	oN =
{o(0), o(δt ), . . . , o((N − 1)δt )}. We regard 	iN and 	oN as ran-
dom variables and compute the mutual information between
them. Finally, the information rate is computed as

R(i, o) = lim
δt→0+

[
lim

N→∞
I (	iN , 	oN )

Nδt

]
. (10)

It is possible to compute the information rate between the
ligand and readout fluctuations under the linear noise approxi-
mation for our system. In Appendix C, we show that the result
is

R = πk−
�

2

{√
1 + xc

3�

k−
1

k−
�

[
(1 + 3θ )2

4 + 7θ + 3θ2

]
− 1

}
. (11)

Equation (11) vanishes when the ligand degradation rate van-
ishes. This makes sense as the ligand degradation rate sets
the timescale for the ligand dynamics, and the ligand is the
signal that the readout is trying to track. Equation (11) is
a monotonically increasing function of the temperature for
θ � 0 [Fig. 2(c)]. This suggests that the information rate has a
global minimum at criticality and is maximized without feed-
back, at least for θ � 0. This reveals an interesting trade-off:
The steady-state mutual information decreases as ligand rates
increase and is maximized at criticality when the ligand rates
are slow, while the information rate is maximized when the
ligand rates are fast and is minimized at criticality. Discretely
sampled trajectories are high-dimensional in this problem,
which is an obstruction to efficient and accurate simulation
via the Gillespie algorithm [31]. Although the instantaneous
distribution for the ligand and readout is two dimensional,
the joint distribution for sampling dynamic trajectories at N
points is 2N dimensional. However, we still expect the infor-
mation rate to decrease as θ decreases toward zero, as positive
feedback is known to increase response time [33] and critical
slowing down will make this more extreme.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. Long-range correlations in the multicellular system.
(a) Correlation length ξ , numerically integrated from simulations
using the trapezoidal rule, scales with reduced temperature θ with
mean-field exponent ν = 1/2. Rolloff at θ = 0 is due to finite-size
effects. Here k−

� /k−
1 = γ ′/k−

1 = 5 × 10−3, γ /k−
1 = 1, hi = 0, � =

150, xc = 300, and N = 20 cells. (b) Critical correlation length in-
creases with communication strength γ , approaching system size
N/2. Parameters as in (a) with θ = 0.

D. Multiple cells with communication

1. Long-range correlations

In previous work [15], we established that the single cell
had the same static critical exponents as the mean-field Ising
model. In this section, we will show that the multicellular
system inherits the mean-field exponent for the the correlation
length, ν = 1/2, at least for θ > 0, and therefore exhibits
long-range correlations among cells. To find the critical ex-
ponent, we compute the spatial correlation function between
different cells’ readouts using Gillespie simulations [28].
Here, we use the trapezoidal rule to integrate the correlations
along both sides of the multicellular chain and then average
the two results. The resulting correlation length ξ is plotted
as a function of θ in Fig. 3(a). When θ is very close to the
critical point, finite size xc effects become important and lead
to rounding off. However, we can see the true scaling by
moving away from the critical point so that the finite-size
effects become less limiting. Here we see that ξ ∼ θ−1/2, or
ν = 1/2, as in the mean-field Ising model [22].

Next we looked at the effect of communication strength γ

on the correlation length. We expect that the correlation length
at θ = 0 should roughly approach the system size N/2 in the
strong communication limit γ → ∞, where N is the number

of cells, and the factor of 2 is due to the periodic boundary
condition. The result is shown in Fig. 3(b) for N = 20 cells,
and we see that the correlation length indeed approaches N/2
as γ becomes large.

2. Sensory information

To compute the sensory information for the multicellular
system, we proceed with the Langevin equations as we did
with the single cell. The key difference here is that there are
discrete Laplacian terms and noise terms for diffusion left or
right for each site. The linearized Langevin equations become

δ̇�i = −k−
� δ�i + γ ′∇2δ�i +

√
2k+

� εi,C

+
√

γ ′�(εi−1,R + εi+1,L − εi,L − εi,R),

δ̇xi = −cδxi + k+
1 δ�i + γ∇2δxi +

√
2d (xc)ηi,C

+√
γ xc(ηi−1,R + ηi+1,L − ηi,L − ηi,R), (12)

where the η’s and ε’s are independent white noise processes
(Appendix D). The terms with subscript L and R describe the
noise in hopping to the left and right respectively, while the
C terms describe the changes due to the chemical processes.
The linearized system is still a multidimensional Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process. One can obtain closed form results for the
matrix exponentials and covariance matrix by using transla-
tional invariance. These calculations are done in Appendix D.

With multiple cells, there are several possible measures
of sensory information to consider. Because we aim to focus
on the actions that an individual cell can take, we take the
output to be the readout in a single cell, δxi. However, there
are multiple possibilities for the sensory input: the local ligand
fluctuations δ�i, the ligand fluctuations at all cell locations 	δ�,
or the spatial average of the ligand fluctuations,

δL = 1

N

N∑
i=1

δ�i. (13)

We compute the mutual information between each of these
inputs and the output in Appendix E. In the slow ligand limit,
we find that all of them diverge at criticality as in the single-
cell case, and therefore we focus on the effect of tuning the
communication rate γ .

We find that the first mutual information I (δxi, δ�i ) de-
creases as the communication between cells is increased
(Appendix E). This makes intuitive sense because I (δxi, δ�i )
is the information between local ligand fluctuations and lo-
cal readout. Communication among cells only mixes one
cell’s readout with the other cells’ readouts. The other cells’
readouts report on distant ligand fluctuations, which are un-
correlated with the local ligand fluctuations because the ligand
molecules at different sites are independent Poisson random
variables. Therefore I (δxi, δ�i ) is maximized in the absence
of cell-cell communication.

We also find that the second mutual information I (δxi, 	δ�)
decreases as communication between cells is increased (Ap-
pendix E). For this sensory task, the cell must be able to
reliably encode the entire spatial profile 	δ� into a single,
fluctuating variable δxi. On the one hand, we expect cell-cell
communication to help in this task because communication
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FIG. 4. Mutual information between a single cell’s readout and
the spatial average of the ligand fluctuations. This was obtained from
Gillespie simulations with N = 10, hi = 0, xc = 300, � = 150, and
k−
� /k−

1 = γ ′/k−
� = 5 × 10−3. This is maximized near criticality as

the communication strength increases.

transmits information about distant ligand fluctuations sensed
by the other cells. One the other hand, as in the previous case,
communication obscures the information that the cell directly
obtains about its local environment δ�i, which is one of the
components of 	δ�. Evidently the latter effect dominates. The
mutual information is maximized in the absence of communi-
cation, where it can sense its immediate environment reliably.

We find that the third mutual information I (δxi, δL) in-
creases as the communication between cells is increased.
Like the spatial profile 	δ�, the spatial average of the ligand
fluctuations δL also contains global information. However,
unlike in the previous case, for this sensory measure it is not
detrimental that the single cell’s readout combines local and
global environmental information. This is because here the
cell only senses average environmental changes. An increase
in its readout is correlated with an increase in the ligand
somewhere, and for this task it does not matter where. It is
worth pointing out that a cell is most strongly correlated with
its immediate neighborhood. As N increases, its neighborhood
contributes less strongly to the average, and the mutual infor-
mation monotonically decreases.

To verify the linear noise approximation, we again use
Gillespie simulations to probe the exact behavior of I (δxi, δL).
The mutual information in the slow ligand regime is shown in
Fig. 4. Like in the single cell case, it is largest near the critical
point when the communication strength is fixed. For θ � 0,
the mutual information increases with the communication
rate, as expected from the linear noise approximation.

Finally, we again consider the information rate. Because
the mutual information involving the spatial average was the
only one to benefit from communication, we focus on this
case. We compute the cross-spectrum under the linear noise
approximation analytically (see Appendix F) and integrate
over frequency numerically to find the information rate. The
result is shown in Fig. 5. We see that the information rate
is maximized when communication is strong and feedback

FIG. 5. Information rate between a single cell’s readout and the
spatial average of the ligand fluctuations. This was obtained from
the cross-spectrum under the linear noise approximation and numeri-
cally integrating. This plot has N = 10, hi = 0, xc = 300, � = 150,
and k−

� /k−
1 = γ ′/k−

1 = 1. The rate is maximized if we increase the
effective temperature and communication strength.

is weak. Thus, as with the steady-state information, cell-cell
communication improves the rate of information acquisition
for this type of measure. However, like in the single-cell case,
critical slowing down makes the rate suboptimal at criticality,
such that the case without feedback has the highest rate. We
also find that the rate increases with the ratio of sizes xc/�, de-
creases with the number of sites N and the ratio of timescales
k−
� /k−

1 , and increases weakly with the ligand hopping rate γ ′.
Additionally, there can be a local maximum as γ /k−

1 → 0 if
k−
� /k−

1 , but this is not a global maximum, as the large γ /k−
1

can exceed this value.

III. DISCUSSION

We have investigated a minimal biochemical model with
communication and intracellular feedback, in order to elu-
cidate the trade-offs of criticality for multicellular sensing.
Criticality arises due to a bifurcation in the biochemical dy-
namics that places the model in the static universality class
of the mean-field Ising model. We have found that the sus-
ceptibility and noise both peak at the critical point. If the
ligand fluctuations are sufficiently slow, then the former ef-
fect dominates, and the mutual information is maximized.
Otherwise, the information is maximized far from the critical
point, where there is no feedback. The introduction of cell-
cell communication leads to long-range correlations. We have
found that this feature leads to an increase in the information
that a single cell gains about the average environment across
the population, but not about the local or spatially resolved
environment. Finally, we have found that although critical
feedback can maximize steady-state information, it minimizes
the information rate due to critical slowing down.

How do our results compare to related theoretical work?
Previous work has investigated the effect of receptor cooper-
ativity on sensing an average ligand concentration using an
Ising-like model [34]. There it was assumed that the ligand
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binding and unbinding dynamics are fast, and it was found
that the signal-to-noise ratio is maximized when the receptors
were independent. This result is consistent with our finding
that the mutual information is maximized without feedback
when the ligand is fast (k−

� � k−
1 ). Other work has investi-

gated the propagation of information in a two-dimensional
spin system where one spin evolves via the telegraph process
and the others have Glauber dynamics [31]. There it was also
found that the mutual information is maximized only when
the driving is slow, consistent with our results. It was further
found that the information rate is maximized at a finite driving
timescale and a finite, supercritical temperature, whereas here
we find that the information rate is maximized for an infinitely
fast ligand timescale and infinite effective temperature (no
feedback). It will be interesting to investigate if this apparent
difference stems from the different structure or dimensionality
of the two systems.

What are the implications of our results for particular bi-
ological systems? Our findings suggest that in systems with
communication and feedback, such as the Bicoid-Hunchback
system in fruit flies or quorum sensing in bacteria, sensory
information is maximized at the critical point so long as input
fluctuations are slow and sufficient time is available to combat
critical slowing down. In the case of the Bicoid-Hunchback
system in particular, previous experimental work has indeed
suggested that criticality helps cells respond to small changes
in the morphogen profile [18], whereas other work has argued
that cells are instead in the bistable regime [35]. The auditory
system is also a well-known sensory system that appears to
benefit from being near criticality [36]. There is also a form
of cell-cell communication, as cells with different charac-
teristic frequencies are coupled to enhance their response to
general auditory signals [37]. These features are consistent
with our findings, although it is important to note that fre-
quency detection is a different task than the task of detecting
fluctuations in a noisy, uniform ligand signal as we consider
here.

Is criticality via intracellular feedback beneficial to cellular
sensing overall? In light of our findings, it may be that this
type of criticality is more detrimental for sensing a uniform
concentration than it is beneficial, for several reasons. The
type of information that criticality benefits concerns fluctu-
ations about the mean, not the mean concentration itself, and
the biological relevance of this task is unclear. Furthermore,
we have found that high mutual information is only observed
at sufficiently large molecule numbers and when there is a
timescale separation of at least two orders of magnitude be-
tween the cell and its environment. Finally, the information
rate, which better accounts for the fact that we are looking at
a dynamical process, is minimized at criticality.

The approach that we have used is very general and can
be applied to other systems that admit a Langevin description.
There are many other biochemical models whose expansions
near the bifurcation reduce to our model, and different normal
forms can describe other classes of models. This fact can be
exploited to probe more specific biochemical mechanisms and
more general sensory measures. Nonetheless, our model is
minimal and neglects features such as extrinsic noise, burst-
ing, and cell-to-cell variability that are known to play an
important role in biochemical signaling [38–42]. In the future

it will be important to expand our model to include these more
general features.
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APPENDIX A: MUTUAL INFORMATION FOR A
MULTIVARIATE GAUSSIAN

Our goal is to calculate the mutual information between
the various combinations of the components of 	δ� and 	δx. In
general, note that we have

I (X,Y ) = H (X ) + H (Y ) − H (X,Y ), (A1)

where X and Y are different variables (possibly sets of
them) and H is the Shannon entropy (in nats). The lin-
earized stochastic differential equations describe an Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process, and the solution is a Gaussian random
variable. If X comes from a D-dimensional Gaussian distri-
bution with covariance matrix C, then one may show that the
entropy is

H (X ) = D

2
log(2πe) + 1

2
log(det(C)). (A2)

A key property that is useful in this analysis is the fact
that taking a marginal of a multidimensional Gaussian yields
another Gaussian and does not alter the covariances between
the remaining variables.

Suppose that we have some combination of Gaussian vari-
ables Z that are partitioned into two sets X and Y , where Z has
N components, X has Nx components, and Y has Ny = N − Nx

components (any additional variables have been integrated
out). Our covariance matrix may be decomposed in the fol-
lowing way:

C =
[CXX CXY

CY X CYY

]
, (A3)

where CY X = CT
XY . The entropies of the two subsets are

H (X ) = Nx

2
log(2πe) + 1

2
log(det(CXX )),

H (Y ) = N − Nx

2
log(2πe) + 1

2
log(det(CYY )). (A4)

The joint entropy will cancel off the constants, so the mutual
information between X and Y is

I (X,Y ) = −1

2
log

[ det(C)

det(CXX ) det(CYY )

]
. (A5)

APPENDIX B: MUTUAL INFORMATION FOR
A SINGLE SITE

Our linearized equations may be written in the form

d 	Yt = A 	Yt dt + Bd 	Wt , (B1)
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where 	Yt = [δx(t ), δ�(t )]T describes the molecule numbers,
	Wt = [Wx(t ),W�(t )]T describes the noise in production and

degradation, and the matrices are

A =
[−c k+

1

0 −k−
�

]
, B =

[√
2d (xc) 0

0
√

2k+
�

]
. (B2)

If the initial condition is 	Y0, then the general solution (for
general matrices and dimensionalities) is

	Yt = eAt 	Y0 +
∫ t

0
eA(t−s)Bd 	Ws. (B3)

This may be proven using the substitution 	Zt = e−At 	Yt and
using Itô’s lemma. We are interested when the fluctuations
about the steady-state mean, so we take 	Y0 = 0.

We need to evaluate the steady-state covariances. Since the
means are zero, it suffices to compute 〈Y (i)

t Y ( j)
t 〉 as t → ∞.

This can be done directly with our solution. Using the Itô
isometry, changing the integration variable to t ′ = t − s and
taking the aforementioned limit, we find

〈Y (i)Y ( j)〉 =
∫ ∞

0
[eAtBBT (eAt )T ]i, jdt (B4)

for general matrices and dimensionalities. The matrix expo-
nential in our case is

eAt =
[

e−ct −k+
1

e−ct −e−k−
�

t

c−k−
�

0 e−k−
�

t

]
. (B5)

The result when c = k−
� may be obtained by using L’ Hôpital’s

rule. The full covariance matrix is

C = 〈 	Y 	Y T 〉 =
⎡
⎣ d (xc )

c + (k+
1 )2�

c(c+k−
�

)
k+

1 �

c+k−
�

k+
1 �

c+k−
�

�

⎤
⎦. (B6)

The diagonal terms are the variances, while the off-diagonal
terms are the covariance between δx and δ�.

Before moving forward, it will be helpful to express things
in terms of the “Landau” parameters xc, h, and θ . Using the
definitions in the main text, one can solve for the reaction rates

k+
1 = k−

1

xc

3�

1 + 3θ + 3h

1 + θ
,

k+
2 = k−

1

xc(1 + θ )
, k−

2 = k−
1

3x2
c (1 + θ )

. (B7)

Using these, we may also solve for d (xc) and c

d (xc) = k−
1 xc(4 + 3θ )

3(1 + θ )
, c = k−

1 θ

1 + θ
. (B8)

Note that as θ → ∞, these quantities become what you would
expect in the absence of feedback, provided that we replace xc

by the appropriate mean x = k+
1 �/k−

1 .
Now we compute the mutual information between the lig-

and and readout using Eqs. (A5) and (B6) with the result

I (δx, δ�) = 1

2
log

[
1 + c(k+

1 )2�

d (c + k−
� )2 + k−

� (k+
1 )2�

]
. (B9)

Casting the rates into expressions of the Landau parameters
and setting h = 0 gives

I (δx, δ�) = 1

2
log

{
1 + θ (3θ + 1)2

3(�/xc)(3θ + 4)[(k−
� /k−

1 )(θ + 1) + θ ]2 + (k−
� /k−

1 )(θ + 1)(3θ + 1)2

}
. (B10)

This is a complicated expression that vanishes as θ → 0 un-
less k−

� /k−
1 → 0. If the ligand timescales are slow, then this

simplifies to the expression given in the text.

APPENDIX C: INFORMATION RATE FOR A SINGLE SITE

The information rate for Gaussian process where a scalar
signal s linearly drives a scalar response x is

R = −1

4

∫ ∞

−∞
log

[
1 − |Ss,x(ω)|2

Ss,s(ω)Sx,x(ω)

]
dω, (C1)

where S’s are elements of the cross-spectrum S, which satis-
fies

〈	̂y(ω)	̂y†(ω′)〉 = 4π2S(ω)δ(ω − ω′), (C2)

where we have combined the signal and response variables
into a single vector as before [30,32]. We are using the con-
vention that the Fourier transform is defined as

	̂y(ω) =
∫ ∞

−∞
	y(t )e−iωt dt . (C3)

A vector of independent δ-correlated white noises 	η has a
constant cross-spectrum

〈	̂η(ω)	̂η†(ω′)〉 = 2πIδ(ω − ω′). (C4)

We can solve for the cross-spectrum by taking the Fourier
transform of Eq. (6). The ligand does not depend on the
readout, so we can solve for this first. The equation becomes

δ̂�(ω) =
√

2k+
� ε̂(ω)

k−
� + iω

. (C5)

Using this to find the power spectrum of the ligand fluctua-
tions yields

S�,�(ω) = k+
�

π [(k−
� )2 + ω2]

. (C6)

Taking the Fourier transform of the second equation and using
the result from the first gives

δ̂x(ω) =
√

2d η̂(ω)

c + iω
+ k+

1

c + iω

√
2k+

� ε̂(ω)

k−
� + iω

. (C7)
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When finding the cross-spectrum between δx and δ�, the cal-
culation is the same as the previous case, as the η̂ term cancels,
except we have an additional factor

Sx,�(ω) = k+
1

c + iω

k+
�

π [(k−
� )2 + ω2]

. (C8)

For the power spectrum of δx, the two terms are independent
and the result is

Sx,x(ω) = d

π (c2 + ω2)
+ (k+

1 )2

c2 + ω2

k+
�

π [(k−
� )2 + ω2]

. (C9)

Plugging everything in, the information rate integral evaluates
to

R = π

2

⎡
⎣

√
(k−

� )2 + (k+
1 )2k+

�

d
− k−

�

⎤
⎦. (C10)

Expressing this in terms of the Landau parameters gives the
result in the main text.

APPENDIX D: COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR
MULTIPLE CELLS

Our system of stochastic differential equations may be
expressed in terms of circulant matrices. These matrices have
a number of nice properties that will be used in the analysis,
so it will be worthwhile to discuss them. A circulant matrix M
is a square matrix such that the next column can be obtained
by shifting the entries of the current column down by one and
imposing periodicity. Concretely, they take the form

M =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

m0 mN−1 . . . m2 m1

m1 m0 mN−1 m2
... m1 m0

. . .
...

mN−2
. . .

. . . mN−1

mN−1 mN−2 . . . m1 m0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (D1)

The discrete Laplacian on a ring with N sites is a special
case of this with m0 = −2, m1 = mN−1 = 1, and zeros in
all other entries. All circulant matrices are simultaneously

diagonalizable via a discrete Fourier transform. Since they
are simultaneously diagonalizable, they all commute with
each other. The set of circulant matrices is closed under
matrix addition and multiplication. If a circulant matrix is
invertible, its inverse is another circulant matrix. For each
j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}, there is an eigenvector

	v j = 1√
N

[1 e−2π i j/N · · · e−2π i j(N−1)/N ]T , (D2)

with eigenvalue

λM( j) =
N−1∑
k=0

mke2π i jk/N . (D3)

It is easy to check that this eigenbasis is orthonormal. For the
discrete Laplacian, the eigenvalues are

λ∇2 ( j) = −2[1 − cos(2π j/N )]. (D4)

We will use U to denote the unitary discrete Fourier transform,
i.e., the matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors ordered
from j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.

Now we will solve the system by casting it into the
canonical form for an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process and then
using Eq. (B3). As before, we introduce a vector 	Yt =
[ 	δx(t ), 	δ�(t )]T that describes both molecular profiles. We in-
troduce a 6N-dimensional vector of noises that are ordered as
follows:

d 	Wt =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

X chemical noises
X diffuse left noises

X diffuse right noises
L chemical noises

L diffuse left noises
L diffuse right noises

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (D5)

The matrices A and B are best expressed in block form. If IN

is the N-dimensional identity matrix, then we have

A =
[−cIN + γ∇2 k+

1 IN

0 −k−
� IN + γ ′∇2

]
. (D6)

The B matrix takes the form

B =
[√

2d (xc)IN
√

γ xcDL
√

γ xcDR 0 0 0

0 0 0
√

2k+
� IN

√
γ ′�DL

√
γ ′�DR

]
, (D7)

where DL (DR) is a circulant matrix with m0 = −1, mN−1 = 1
(m1 = 1), and zero for all of the other entries. These matrices
describe the anti-correlations associated with diffusing left
and right respectively and they satisfy

DT
L = DR, DLDR = DRDL = −∇2. (D8)

With these definitions, our system of stochastic differential
equations is in the standard form and the usual solution ap-
plies.

Next, we need to evaluate the matrices and integration that
appear in Eq. (B4). The product of B matrices is easy

BBT =
[

2d (xc)IN − 2γ xc∇2 0
0 2k+

� IN − 2γ ′�∇2

]
. (D9)

Computing the matrix exponential is more involved. It is in-
structive to work with a 2 × 2 matrix. Consider the family of
matrices

MN =
[aIN bIN

0 cIN

]
. (D10)
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For N = 1, the matrix exponential is

eM1t =
[

eat beat −ect

a−c

0 ect

]
. (D11)

Working with the number 1 is similar to working with the
identity matrix, both have multiplicative inverses and have
commutative multiplication. In fact, a similar solution holds
for arbitrary N ,

eMN t =
[

eaIN t b(aIN − cIN )−1(eaIN t − ecIN t )
0 ecIN t

]
, (D12)

here we have written it in a suggestive form. For our problem,
it will be convenient to introduce the shorthand

α = −cIN + γ∇2, β = −k−
� IN + γ ′∇2,

α′ = 2d (xc)IN − 2γ xc∇2, β ′ = 2k+
� IN − 2γ ′�∇2 = −2�β.

(D13)

All of these matrices are circulant, so they commute and are
diagonalizable. The first two have strictly negative eigenval-
ues, while the last two have positive eigenvalues, so they are
all invertible. In light of the single cell result in Eq. (B5), a
natural candidate for the exponential of A is

eAt =
[

eαt −k+
1 (α − β )−1(eαt − eβt )

0 eβt

]
. (D14)

The matrix exponential E(t ) = eAt is the unique solution to
the initial value problem

dE(t )

dt
= AE(t ), E(0) = I2N . (D15)

Using the fact that all of the matrices involved commute,
one may show that our guess satisfies these equations. All
that remains is evaluating the product in the integrand and
computing the integral. This is greatly facilitated by the fact
that all matrices involved commute and are invertible. The
final result for the steady-state covariance matrix is

C =
[− 1

2α−1[α′ − 2(k+
1 )2�(α + β )−1] −k+

1 �(α + β )−1

−k+
1 �(α + β )−1 �IN

]
. (D16)

Note that C 	δx, 	δ� = C 	δ�, 	δx = CT
	δx, 	δ�, this is a manifestation of

translational invariance. With the full covariance matrix, we
may compute the steady-state mutual information between
any pair of combinations of the variables.

APPENDIX E: MUTUAL INFORMATION FOR
MULTIPLE SITES

Now that we are interested in a single cell’s readout, we can
start reducing the covariance matrix. We only want to track a
single cell, say, the cell at site 0, so we only need one diagonal
entry from C 	δx, 	δx. If M is a matrix with a constant diagonal,
then

M0,0 = 1

N

N−1∑
j=0

λM( j). (E1)

If we assume that the ligand timescales are slow, then we have

σ 2
x = − 1

2N

N−1∑
j=0

[
λα′ ( j)

λα ( j)
− 2(k+

1 )2�

λα ( j)2

]
, (E2)

where the eigenvalues are

λα ( j) = −c − 2γ [1 − cos(2π j/N )],

λα′ ( j) = 2d (xc) + 4γ xc[1 − cos(2π j/N )]. (E3)

The first term describes the intrinsic noise, while the second
describes the extrinsic noise. We can evaluate the sum approx-
imately in the large N limit by adding and subtracting a j = N
term and using the Euler-Maclaurin formula [43]. The formula

states that, for a smooth f , we have
n∑

j=0

f ( j) =
∫ n

0
f (t )dt + f (n) + f (0)

2

+
k∑

j=1

(−1) j+1Bj+1

( j + 1)!
[ f ( j)(n) − f ( j)(0)] + Rk,

(E4)

where the remainder term is

Rk = (−1)k

(k + 1)!

∫ n

0
f (k+1)(t )Pk+1(t )dt, (E5)

the Bernoulli numbers are denoted by the Bk , and Pk (t ) =
Bk (t − �t�) denotes the periodic Bernoulli functions. With
the sum extended to N , there is tremendous simplification,
as f (k)(N ) = f (k)(0). We had to add and subtract the j = N
term; the added term gets taken into the integral, while the
subtracted term is canceled by the average of the two end-
points. To evaluate the integrals, it is best to work with the
angular variables φ = 2πt/N , which ranges over [0, 2π ]. The
remainder term becomes smaller as N increases; the terms in
the Fourier series for the periodic Bernoulli functions have
arguments of the form mNφ, where m is a non-zero integer.
Neglecting the remainder term, we find

σ 2
x =

[
xc + d (xc) − cxc√

c(c + 4γ )

]
+ (k+

1 )2�(c + 2γ )

(c(c + 4γ ))3/2
, (E6)

where the first pair describes intrinsic noise and the last term
describes extrinsic noise. Generally speaking, this continuum
approximation will break down on some neighborhood of the
critical point. For example, the sum for the variance diverges
like θ−2 as we approach the critical point, but the result of
the integral diverges like θ−3/2. Nonetheless, the two results
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agree well numerically on all but a small neighborhood of the
critical point, and the results still diverge, so we expect it to
give reasonably accurate results.

We will start with the on-site mutual information. The vari-
ance of each ligand molecules is �, so it suffices to compute
the covariance between the ligand and readout. In the slow
ligand and continuum limits, this is

〈(δx0)(δ�0)〉 = k+
1 �√

c(c + 4γ )
. (E7)

For a pair of Gaussian variables, the mutual information in-
creases monotonically with the ratio 〈(δx)(δy)〉2/σ 2

x σ 2
y . When

expressed in terms of the Landau parameters and using θ > 0,
the derivative with respect to γ is negative. This means that the
mutual information decreases with increasing communication
strength.

We will compute the result for the spatially resolved pro-
file. We need to reduce the covariance matrix. We do this
by integrating out all but one of the readout molecules. This
amounts to working with the reduced covariance matrix

Cred =
[

σ 2
x êT

0 C 	δx, 	δ�
C 	δx, 	δ�ê0 �IN

]
. (E8)

The unit vector ê0 = [1, 0, . . . , 0]T is used to extract the first
row and column from the matrix describing the correlations
between x and �. In order to move forward, we use a result
about the determinants of block matrices. Suppose that M
takes the form

M =
[A B
C D

]
, (E9)

where A and D are square matrices of potentially different
sizes and D is invertible. Then we have

det(M) = det(A − BD−1C) det(D). (E10)

It follows that the determinant in the numerator of the mutual
information is

det(Cred) = (
σ 2

x − êT
0 C2

	δx, 	δ�ê0/�
)
�

N
(E11)

and the mutual information is

I (δx0, 	δ�) = −1

2
log

(
1 −

êT
0 C2

	δx, 	δ�ê0

�σ 2
x

)
. (E12)

The C 	δx, 	δ� appearing in the numerator is circulant, as it is the
inverse of a circulant matrix, so its square is also circulant. We
may apply the formula derived at the beginning of the section
in the slow ligand limit to get

êT
0 C2

	δx, 	δ�ê0 = 1

N

N−1∑
j=0

[
k+

1 �

λα ( j)

]2

. (E13)

This is the sum that we encountered when computing the
extrinsic noise multiplied by �. It follows that the mutual
information may be written in the form

I (δx0, 	δ�) = 1

2
log

(
1 + σ 2

ext

σ 2
int

)
. (E14)

The mutual information increases monotonically with the ra-
tio of contributions to the noise. Expressing it in terms of θ

and differentiating with respect to γ , the result is negative, so
communication also impairs this information.

We finally turn to calculating the mutual information be-
tween a single readout and the spatial average of the ligand
fluctuations. Since the ligand molecules at each site are iden-
tically and independently distributed Poisson variables with
mean �, the variance in the spatial average of the ligand is

σ 2
L = �

N
. (E15)

We need to compute the covariance between a single cell and
this average. This can be found by averaging the first row or
column of the readout-ligand covariance matrix

〈(δx0)(δL)〉 = 1

N
êT

0 C 	δx, 	δ�	1N , (E16)

where 	1N is a N-dimensional vector whose components are all
1. This is an eigenvector of circulant matrices, so we have

U †	1 =
√

Nê0. (E17)

Using the unitary discrete Fourier transform to diagonalize the
covariance matrix, we find that this picks off the eigenvalue
with j = 0 that does not depend on diffusion,

〈(δx0)(δL)〉 = k+
1 �

Nc
. (E18)

Squaring and dividing by the variance in δL, we see that this
is the j = 0 term in the extrinsic noise. If we work with the
variance as a sum of eigenvalues, then the ratio of the squared
covariance to the products of the noises tends to one as we
approach the critical point, so the mutual information diverges
there. If we use the integral approximation to the variance,
then this ratio can exceed one, leading to a negative argument.
This approximation breaks down for small θ , but we can
trust it away from a small neighborhood of the critical point.
Differentiating the ratio that appears in the mutual information
with respect to γ gives a positive answer, so communication
helps this mutual information.

APPENDIX F: INFORMATION RATE FOR
MULTIPLE SITES

Since the mutual information between a single cell and
the spatial average of the ligand fluctuations was the only
case that benefited from communication, we will restrict our
focus to this case. We will take a different approach than
we did for a single site, as the Langevin equations are now
a 2N-dimensional coupled linear system. Using the same
convention with Fourier transforms as before, the Wiener-
Khinchin theorem states that

S(ω) = 1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
C(τ )e−iωτ dτ, (F1)

where C(τ ) is the steady-state correlation matrix. To capture
the steady-state correlations, we initialize the system at t0 =
−∞. Since our variables have zero mean, this takes the form

C(τ ) = 〈 	Yt+τ 	Y T
t

〉
. (F2)
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Since we initialized this at t0 = −∞, this does not depend on the choice of t . When τ = 0, this reduces to the covariance matrix
C that we worked with before. Using the Itô isometry and performing a change of variables to t ′ = t − s, one may show that

C(τ ) =
∫ ∞

− min(0,τ )
eA(t+τ )BBT (eAt )T dt . (F3)

When τ � 0, we may factor off eAτ to the left, and the remaining integral becomes C. For τ < 0, we perform a change of
variables to t ′ = t + τ , then factoring off e−AT τ to the right gives the integral that yields C. In summary, we have

C(τ ) =
{

eAτC, τ � 0,

C(e−Aτ )T , τ < 0.
(F4)

Using this, we find that the cross-spectrum is

S(ω) = − [(A − iωI2N )−1C + C(AT + iωI2N )−1]

2π
. (F5)

To evaluate this, we need to find the inverse matrix and then plug it in. Since the α, β, and IN all commute and are invertible,
treating them as if they were scalars leads to the guess

(A − iωI2N )−1 =
[

(α − iωIN )−1 −k+
1 (α − iωIN )−1(β − iωIN )−1

0 (β − iωIN )−1

]
, (F6)

and a direct computation shows that this is the inverse. Using this, we can compute the cross-spectrum

S(ω) = − 1

2π

[
(α2 + ω2IN )−1[−α′ + 2(k+

1 )2�β(β2 + ω2IN )−1] −2k+
1 �β(β2 + ω2IN )−1(α − iωIN )−1

−2k+
1 �β(β2 + ω2IN )−1(α + iωIN )−1 2�β(β2 + ω2IN )−1

]
. (F7)

Now we need to compute the relevant terms from these matrices.
First, we compute the power spectrum for the fluctuations in δx0. Since all of the matrices involved here are circulant, any

diagonal element is the average of the eigenvalues

Sδx0,δx0 (ω) = − 1

2πN

N−1∑
j=0

[ −λα′ ( j)

λα ( j)2 + ω2
+ 2(k+

1 )2�λβ ( j)

(λα ( j)2 + ω2)(λβ ( j)2 + ω2)

]
, (F8)

where the eigenvalues of β are

λβ ( j) = −k−
� − 2γ ′[1 − cos(2π j/N )]. (F9)

It is possible to approximate this as an integral and evaluate the integral analytically. However, the result is complicated and
appears in an integral as part of a logarithm’s argument. We cannot make progress with the final integral, so we will evaluate this
numerically.

One may show that the power spectrum in δL is the average of all of the matrix elements in the cross-spectrum S 	δ�, 	δ� by using
the definition of δL and Eq. (C2). We can write this compactly using the vector of ones

SδL,δL(ω) = − 1

2πN2
	1T

NS 	δ�, 	δ�	1N . (F10)

Since S 	δ�, 	δ� is circulant, the vector of ones is an eigenvector of the matrix with j = 0, so we have

SδL,δL(ω) = �k−
�

πN[(k−
� )2 + ω2]

. (F11)

Finally, we compute the cross-spectrum between δx0 and δL. This should be the average of the elements in the first row in
S 	δx, 	δ�, which may be obtained via

Sδx0,δL(ω) = − 1

2πN
êT

0 S 	δx, 	δ�	1N . (F12)

The vector of ones is also an eigenvector of this matrix with j = 0, so

Sδx0,δL(ω) = k+
1 k−

� �

πN[(k−
� )2 + ω2][c + iω]

. (F13)

With the power spectra and cross-spectrum, we can numerically integrate Eq. (C1). A detailed description of how this depends
on all of the parameters is provided in the main text.
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